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Article Body:
During our latest camping trip to Door County, Wisconsin, we stopped at the Shipwrecked Inn in
Shipwrecked first opened for business in the late 1800´s. The lumber industry in the area was

In the 1920´s Shipwrecked became one of Al Capone´s favored places. Door County in general was

There are other stories about the tunnels under the Shipwrecked building. If you ask one of th

We ate at Shipwrecked in late Fall on a weekday evening. There were three adults in our party.

The Door County Cherry Wheat was everyone´s favorite beer. The beer is made with Door County C

The Captains´ Copper Ale was the clear second place finisher in our tasting. It´s a stronger b

The Peninsula Porter beer is a dark heavy beer. Nobody in our party is a big fan of dark beer,

The Lighthouse Light is Shipwrecked´s light beer offering. I was the only one in the group who

The Pumpkin Patch beer is one of Shipwrecked´s seasonal beers. It had spicy flavors in it. Som

The Bayside Blonde Ale was thought to be ˆokay˜ by everyone in our group. It was a creamy beer

After sampling the beers at Shipwrecked we decided to skip appetizers and salads, although the

The waitress recommended the restaurant´s ribs; smoked chicken; and fried perch entrees. We de

The fried perch was the clear winner of the three entrees. The perch was lightly breaded and c

The ribs were very tasty, but our rack had some sections that were overcooked and stringy ˘ ki
Jasper´s beans however were very good. There were a combination of baked beans, kidney beans,

The smoked and barbecued chicken entrée was the least favorite of the three we ordered. Althou
Because all the entrée portions were generous, none of us were still hungry when our waitress

There were a few misses in our meal at Shipwrecked, but overall it was a pleasant dining exper
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